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Catherine unlocked her apartment door and stepped inside quickly, as though trying not to let the 
world outside the door follow her in. Dropping her briefcase by the entry, she threw the locks with a 
deep sigh of relief. A quick glance at her watch revealed the lateness of her return home, leaving her 
muttering under her breath about the curse of having a good friend for a boss. "One little favor, my big
toe!"

Fortunately, she still had time to freshen up and have a little dinner before going Below for her first 
date with Vincent in almost two weeks. Between his schedule of repairs and her workload at the 
office, quality time had become nearly nonexistent recently.

She trudged wearily into the bedroom and began to undress without ceremony, tossing the discarded 
clothes in the general direction of the closet door. Slipping into a terrycloth bathrobe, she padded out 
into the kitchen and heated a cup of water in the microwave for tea. Dropping the teabag in, she 
carried the cup back into the bedroom and placed it on the nightstand to steep. Her back ached 
miserably, and the bed was very inviting. After a brief debate, she stretched out, promising herself 
that it would only be for a few minutes.

The dream was extremely vivid - Vincent and she, half-reclining together on the bed in Vincent's 
chamber. The light from the stained-glass windown behind the bed was making Vincent's hair a 
particularly sensual shade of gold. An uninhibited, relaxed expression played over his unique features
as Catherine gently massaged his chest and shoulders. Catherine, however, wasn't satisfied.

"Here, let's get rid of this thing," she suggested playfully, tugging at the thick cable-knit sweater he 
wore.

"Yes," Vincent replied in his steamiest voice. He sat up slightly, letting Catherine pull the garment up 
and off over his head and arms. He shook out his wild mane as she carelessly flung the offending 
cloth from the bed. 

"Much better," she purred approvingly. She rolled closer, nearly on top of him, kneading the hard 
muscles of his torso with both hands, kissing, nuzzling. 

"He feels so ... fuzzy ..." she thought, slightly puzzled....

Her eyes blinking open, Catherine found her face buried in one of the bed pillows. And not just any 



pillow, she realized with a start. This one was naked, stripped of its carefully chosen designer 
pillowslip. Glancing about, she finally spotted it on the floor near the balcony doors. Slightly 
embarrassed with herself, Catherine rose, retrieved the case, and put it back onto the damp pillow.

Ignoring the tea, she went straight into the shower, then dried and dressed quickly and headed for the
threshold underneath the building. All the way down to Vincent's chamber, the questions flew through
her head. What if Father had seen? What if Vincent had seen? The idea mortified her to the very 
core.

Her fears, however, vanished when she came strolling casually into the aforementioned chamber. 
Vincent was balanced on the edge of his bed. He was midway through a long yawn-and-stretch, 
having obviously just arisen himself. Such a sight would normally have occupied all of her attention, 
but for two other minor details - a large, naked pillow on the bed behind Vincent and its patchwork 
pillowslip lying on the floor at his booted feet.

"Are you all right, Catherine?" he asked, as she dissolved into hysterical laughter at his doorway......
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